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QUANTIZED WEYL ALGEBRAS AT ROOTS OF UNITY
JESSE LEVITT AND MILEN YAKIMOV
Abstract. We classify the centers of the quantizedWeyl algebras that are polynomial
identity algebras and derive explicit formulas for the discriminants of these algebras
over a general class of polynomial central subalgebras. Two different approaches to
these formulas are given: one based on Poisson geometry and deformation theory, and
the other using techniques from quantum cluster algebras. Furthermore, we classify
the PI quantized Weyl algebras that are free over their centers and prove that their
discriminants are locally dominating and effective. This is applied to solve the au-
tomorphism and isomorphism problems for this family of algebras and their tensor
products.
1. Introduction
1.1. Quantized Weyl algebras. The quantized Weyl algebras and their generaliza-
tions have been studied from many different points of view: quantum groups and Hecke
type quantizations [20, 30], structure of prime spectra and representations [6, 21, 22, 27],
automorphism and isomorphism problems [3, 16, 23, 28, 33, 34], homological and ring
theoretic dimensions [15], quantizations of multiplicative hypertoric varieties [12, 18]
and others. Most of these results concern the generic case when the algebras are not
polynomial identity (PI).
In this paper we investigate in detail the properties of quantized Weyl algebras as
modules over their centers in the case when they are PI. We classify their centers and
then give a classification of the PI quantized Weyl algebras that are free over their
centers. For those algebras we compute explicitly their discriminants, and prove that
they are locally dominating and effective. More generally, we prove a formula for the
discriminant of any PI quantized Weyl algebra over a central polynomial subalgebra
generated by powers of the standard generators of the Weyl algebra. Two different
proofs are given for the discriminant formulas: one based on deformation theory and
Poisson geometry, and a second proof using techniques from quantum cluster algebras.
This is applied to solve the automorphism and isomorphism problems for the family of
quantized Weyl algebras that are free over their centers, as well as for the larger class
of all tensor products of such algebras.
Let T be a integral domain and n ∈ Z+. (Here and below by an integral domain we
mean a commutative unital ring without zero-divisors.) As usual T× will denote the
group of units of T . Let E := (ǫ1, . . . , ǫn) ∈ (T×)n and let B := (βjk) ∈ Mn(T×) be
a multiplicatively skew-symmetric matrix; that is βjkβkj = 1 for all j 6= k and βjj = 1
for all j ∈ [1, n]. (Here and below we set [1, n] := {1, . . . , n}.) The multiparameter
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quantized Weyl algebra AE,Bn (T ) is the unital associative T -algebra with generators
x1, y1, x2, y2, . . . , xn, yn
and relations
yjyk = βjkykyj, ∀j, k,
xjxk = ǫjβjkxkxj, j < k,
xjyk = βkjykxj, j < k,(1.1)
xjyk = ǫkβkjykxj , j > k,
xjyj − ǫjyjxj = 1 +
j−1∑
i=1
(ǫi − 1)yixi, ∀j.
For each sequence of positive integers χ1 < χ2 < · · · < χn, the algebra AE,Bn (T ) has an
N-filtration defined by
deg xj = deg yj = χj .
The associated graded algebra grAE,Bn (T ) is the connected N-graded skew polynomial
algebra with generators x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn (sitting in degrees χ1, χ1, . . . , χn, χn) and re-
lations as above with the exception of the last one which is replaced by
xjyj = ǫjyjxj , ∀j.
The algebra grAE,Bn (T ) is PI if and only if all ǫj, βjk ∈ T× are roots of unity, in which
case grAE,Bn (T ) is module finite over its center. In this situation A
E,B
n (T ) is module
finite over its center if and only if in addition ǫj 6= 1 for all j in the case when char T = 0.
Throughout the paper we will assume that
(1.2) ǫj, βjk ∈ T× are roots of unity and ǫj 6= 1 for all j.
1.2. Results. Consider a family F of filtered PI algebras A whose associated graded
algebras grA are skew polynomial algebras. Chan, Young and Zhang [11], based on
[9, 5], proposed the following program for studying the family F :
(1) Classify the algebras A in the family F for which grA is free over its center
Z(grA). For those algebras:
(2) Describe the center Z(A) in terms of Z(grA).
(3) Obtain an explicit formula for the discriminant d(A/Z(A)).
(4) Classify Aut(A) and obtain other related properties of A (if applicable), e.g.
Zariski cancellative, etc.
Here and below, for an algebra B, we denote by Z(B) its center.
We carry out this program for the family of quantized Weyl algebras, assuming (1.2).
Let
(1.3) ǫj = exp(2π
√−1mj/dj), βjk = exp(2π
√−1mjk/djk)
for some mj, dj , djk ∈ Z+ and mjk ∈ Z such that gcd(mj , dj) = 1, gcd(mjk, djk) = 1
and djk = dkj, mjk = −mkj. We allow βjk = 1 (that is mjk = 0) for any choice of j, k.
Denote
D(E,B) = lcm(dj , djk, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n).
The imaginary exponents in (1.3) are interpreted as follows. We assume that T con-
tains a D(E,B)-th primitive root of unity, to be denoted by exp(2π
√−1/D(E,B)). In
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particular char T ∤ D(E,B). The imaginary exponents in (1.3) are the corresponding
powers of this element of T×.
The first problem in part (1) of the program was solved by Chan, Young and Zhang
for arbitrary skew polynomial algebras in terms of a deep number theoretic condition
on the entries of the defining matrix for the algebra [11, Theorem 0.3]. This condition
is elaborate, and even checking if a given square integer matrix satisfies it, is nontrivial.
For the quantized Weyl algebras we prove a more explicit criterion that solves the first
part of the program and, furthermore, we prove that Z(AE,Bn (T )) ∼= Z(grAE,Bn (T )):
Theorem A. Let T be an integral domain. Assume the setting of (1.3).
(i) The canonical map gr : AE,Bn (T )→ grAE,Bn (T ) induces a T -algebra isomorphism
Z(AE,Bn (T )) ∼= Z(grAE,Bn (T )) if ǫj − 1 ∈ T× for all j.
(ii) For all integral domains T , the following are equivalent for the quantized Weyl
algebra AE,Bn (T ):
(a) The algebra grAE,Bn (T ) is free over its center;
(b) The center Z(grAE,Bn (T )) is a polynomial algebra;
(c) The algebra AE,Bn (T ) is free over its center;
(d) The center Z(AE,Bn (T )) is a polynomial algebra;
(e) dj |dl and djk|dl for all j ≤ l and k ∈ [1, n].
If these conditions are satisfied, then
(1.4) Z(AE,Bn (T )) = T [xdjj , y
dj
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n].
In addition, in Theorem 3.1 we give a description of Z(AE,Bn (T )) for all PI quantized
Weyl algebras AE,Bn (T ). We note that the conditions in Theorem A (ii) are satisfied in
the important uniparameter case when ǫ1 = . . . = ǫn and βjk = 1 for all j, k.
Next, we investigate the algebras AE,Bn (T ) satisfying the conditions in Theorem A (ii),
solving parts (2) and (3) of the above program. We offer two very different approaches
based on
(A1) deformation theory and Poisson geometry, and
(A2) quantum cluster algebras,
respectively. When the conditions in Theorem A (ii) are satisfied, D(E,B) is given by
(1.5) D(E,B) = dn.
Let
(1.6) Xj := x
dj
j , Yj := y
dj
j ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )).
Define recursively the sequence of elements Z0, . . . , Zn ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )) by Z0 := 1 and
(1.7) Zj := −(1− ǫj)djYjXj + Zdj/dj−1j−1 for j ∈ [1, n].
In Proposition 3.4 we show that Zj = z
dj
j in terms of the frequently used normal elements
zj := 1 + (ǫ1 − 1)y1x1 + · · ·+ (ǫj − 1)yjxj = [xj, yj ] ∈ AE,Bn (T ).
The algebras AE,Bn (T ) are specializations of algebras over T [q±1]. This induces a
canonical Poisson algebra structure on Z(AE,Bn (T )) and, more generally, turns AE,Bn (T )
into a Poisson order over its center [8]. Our next result describes the induced Poisson
structure on Z(AE,Bn (T )) and the set of Poisson prime elements of this algebra (see
§2.1-2.2 for background). We compute the discriminant of AE,Bn (T ) over Z(AE,Bn (T ))
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and establish dominating/effectiveness properties for it (see §2.4 for definitions).
Theorem B. Let T be an integral domain. In the setting of (1.3), assume that the
conditions in Theorem A (ii) are satisfied and that charT ∤ dn = D(E,B).
(i) The induced Poisson structure on Z(AE,Bn (T )) is given by (3.8). If T is a field
of characteristic 0, then the only Poisson prime elements of Z(AE,Bn (T )) (up to
associates) are Z1, . . . , Zn.
(ii) The discriminant of AE,Bn (T ) over its center is given by
d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) =T× ηZN
2(d1−1)/d1
1 . . . Z
N2(dn−1)/dn
n
=T× ηz
N2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n ,
where N := d1 . . . dn and η :=
(
N
∏n
j=1([dj − 1]ǫj !)
)N2 ∈ T , see (4.4) for an
alternate expression for η.
(iii) Let AE1,B1n1 (T ), . . . , A
El,Bl
nl (T ) be a collection of quantized Weyl algebras satisfying
the conditions in Theorem A (ii) and A be their tensor product over T . If
charT ∤ D(E1, B1) . . . D(El, Bl),
then the discriminant d(A,Z(A)) is locally dominating and effective in the sense
of [9] and [5].
The case of the theorem when n = n1 = . . . = nl = 1 was proved in [11].
As usual, we set [k]q := (1 − qk)/(1 − q) and [k]q! = [1]q . . . [k]q. In part (ii) the
discriminant is computed using the trace tr : AE,Bn (T )→ Z(AE,Bn (T )) associated to the
embeddings AE,Bn (T ) →֒ MN2(Z(AE,Bn (T ))) from Z(AE,Bn (T ))-bases of AE,Bn (T ). Here
and below for two elements r1 and r2 of an integral domain R we write r1 =R× r2 if r1
and r2 are associates, i.e., if r1 = r2u for some unit u of R.
Furthermore, in Theorem 7.2 we prove a general formula for the discriminant
d(AE,Bn (T ), T [x
Lj
j , y
Lj
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n])
for any collection of central elements x
Lj
j , y
Lj
j ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )) without assuming that the
conditions in Theorem A (ii) are satisfied. We do not state the formula here because it
is considerably more complicated than the one in Theorem B (ii). The proof also works
for the more general case when the powers of xj and yj are different but the discriminant
formula is even more involved. This is why we restrict ourselves to equal powers of xj
and yj.
We give two proofs of Theorem B (ii) based on the two above mentioned approaches.
Both proofs not only yield the explicit formulas for the discriminants, but also explain
the intrinsic meaning of the factors of the discriminants from two different perspectives.
In fact, the two proofs concern the irreducible factors in two different algebras: the first
one deals with the factors in the centers of the PI quantized Weyl algebras and the
second with the factors in the whole PI quantized Weyl algebras:
(1) The first proof relies on the geometry of the induced Poisson structure from the
specialization. The factors of the discriminants are precisely the unique Poisson
primes Z1, . . . Zn from Theorem B (i). This proof works for base rings T of
arbitrary characteristics (using certain base change and filtration arguments),
even though some parts of the Poisson geometric setting require T = C.
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(2) The second proof uses quantum cluster algebra structures on the quantized Weyl
algebras. It shows that the irreducible factors of these discriminants in the
whole quantized Weyl algebras AE,Bn (T ) are precisely the frozen variables of
these quantum cluster algebras.
We combine Theorems A and B and the results in [9, 5] to resolve the automorphism
and isomorphism problems for the tensor products of the family of quantized Weyl
algebras AE,Bn (T ) satisfying the conditions in Theorem A (ii).
Theorem C. Let A = AE1,B1n1 (T )⊗T · · · ⊗T AEl,Blnl (T ) for a collection of quantized Weyl
algebras over an integral domain T , satisfying the conditions in Theorem A (ii). Assume
that char T ∤ D(E1, B1) . . . D(El, Bl) and recall (1.5).
(i) If φ ∈ AutT (A), then the following hold:
(1) There exists σ ∈ Sl such that ni = nσ(i) and φ(AEi,Bini (T )) = A
Eσ(i),Bσ(i)
nσ(i) (T ) for
all i ∈ [1, l].
(2) For a given i ∈ [1, l], denote the standard generators of AEi,Bini (T ) and A
Eσ(i),Bσ(i)
nσ(i) (T )
by x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn and x
′
1, y
′
1, . . . , x
′
n, y
′
n where n = ni = nσ(i). There exist
scalars µ1, ν1, . . . , µn, νn ∈ T× and a sequence (τ1, . . . , τn) ∈ {±1}n such that
φ(xj) = µjx
′
j , φ(yj) = νjy
′
j , if τj = 1,
φ(xj) = µjy
′
j, φ(yj) = νjx
′
j , if τj = −1.
The scalars satisfy the following equalities for Bi = (βjk), Bσ(i) = (β
′
jk), Ei =
(ǫ1, . . . , ǫn) and Eσ(i) = (ǫ
′
1, . . . , ǫ
′
n):
µjνj = τj
∏
1 ≤ k ≤ j
τk = −1
ǫ−1k , ǫ
′
j = ǫ
τj
j , ∀j,(1.8)
β′jk =
{
β
τj
jk, if τk = 1
(ǫjβjk)
−τj , if τk = −1,
∀j < k.(1.9)
(ii) Every map φ on the x- and y-generators of A with the above properties extends
to a T -linear automorphism of A.
(iii) The algebra A is strongly Zariski cancellative and LNDH -rigid, see §2.4 for ter-
minology.
The case of the theorem when n1 = . . . = nl = 1 was proved in [11].
The theorem also solves the isomorphism problem for the family of algebras consisting
of all tensor products of collections of quantized Weyl algebras AE,Bn (T ) satisfying the
conditions in Theorem A (ii). Indeed, if A and B are two such tensor products and
ψ : A
∼=→ B is an algebra isomorphism, then φ := ψ⊗ ψ−1 ∈ AutT (A⊗T B) and A⊗T B
is one of the algebras whose automorphisms are classified by the theorem. This way one
recovers all isomorphisms ψ : A
∼=→ B.
The theorem can be specialized to classify the automorphisms of a single quantized
Weyl algebra AE,Bn (T ) and the isomorphisms between two given quantized Weyl algebras
ψ : AE1,B1n1 (T )
∼=→ AE2,B2n2 (T ) satisfying the conditions in Theorem A (ii). We state those
results in Sect. 6.4.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Ken Goodearl for his very helpful comments
and for suggesting an improvement of our original proof of Theorem B (i) that extended
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the result from the field of complex numbers to all fields of characteristic 0. We would
also like to thank Bach Nguyen for his very valuable suggestions.
2. Poisson geometry of specializations and discriminants
This section contains background material on Poisson structures for algebras obtained
by specialization, discriminants of noncommutative algebras, their relations to Poisson
geometry and their applications to the automorphism and isomorphism problems for
algebras.
2.1. Poisson structures for specializations. Let T be an integral domain and A be
a T [q±1]-algebra which is a torsion free T [q±1]-module. Given ǫ ∈ T×, the specialization
of A at ǫ is the T -algebra Aǫ := A/(q − ǫ)A. The natural projection σ : A → Aǫ is
a homomorphism of T -algebras. The specialization gives rise to a canonical Poisson
structure on Z(Aǫ) and a lifting of the hamiltonian derivations of Z(Aǫ) to derivations
of Aǫ:
(i) The canonical structure of Poisson algebra on Z(Aǫ) is defined as follows. For
z1, z2 ∈ Z(Aǫ), choose ci ∈ σ−1(zi) and set
{z1, z2} := σ
(
(c1c2 − c2c1)/(q − ǫ)
)
.
One easily verifies that the RHS does not depend on the choice of preimages. We have
{z1, z2} ∈ Z(Aǫ) because
[{z1, z2}, σ(a)] = σ([[c1, c2], a]/(q − ǫ)) = 0, ∀a ∈ A.
(ii) Given z ∈ Z(Aǫ), one constructs [13, 26] lifts of the hamiltonian derivation x 7→
{z, x} of (Z(Aǫ), {., .}) to derivations of Aǫ as follows. Choose c ∈ σ−1(z) and set
∂c(σ(a)) := σ
(
[c, a]/(q − ǫ)).
The fraction [c, a]/(q − ǫ) is an element of A because [σ(c), σ(a)] = 0, so [c, a] ∈ kerσ =
(q− ǫ)A. One easily verifies that the RHS does not depend on the choice of preimage of
σ(a) and that ∂c is a derivation of Aǫ. The derivations corresponding to two different
preimages of z differ by an inner derivation of Aǫ:
∂c − ∂c′ = adσ((c − c′)/(q − ǫ)), ∀c, c′ ∈ σ−1(z).
The above situation was axiomatized by Brown and Gordon [8] as the notion of
Poisson order. In this language, the constructions (i) and (ii) say that Aǫ is a Poisson
Cǫ-order for each Poisson subalgebra Cǫ of Z(Aǫ) such that Aǫ is a finite rank Cǫ-module.
2.2. Poisson prime elements. Assume that (P, {., .}) is a Poisson algebra which is an
integral domain as an algebra.
Definition 2.1. (i) An element a ∈ P is called Poisson normal if there exists a Poisson
derivation ∂ of P such that
{a, x} = a∂(x) ∀x ∈ P.
Equivalently, a ∈ P is Poisson normal if and only if the ideal (a) is Poisson.
(ii) An element p ∈ P is called Poisson prime if it is a prime element of the commu-
tative algebra P which is Poisson normal. Equivalently, p ∈ P is Poisson prime if and
only if (p) is a nonzero prime and Poisson ideal of P .
If P is the coordinate ring of a smooth complex affine Poisson variety W , then f ∈
C[W ] is Poisson prime if and only if f is prime and its zero locus V(f) is a union of
symplectic leaves of W , see [31, Remark 2.4 (iii)].
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2.3. Discriminants and their relation to Poisson algebras. Let A be an associa-
tive algebra and C be a subalgebra of Z(A). A C-valued trace on A is a C-linear map
tr : A→ C such that
tr(xy) = tr(yx) ∀x, y ∈ A.
If A is a free C-module of finite rank, one defines [32, 9] the discriminant d(A/C) ∈ C
as follows. For every two C-bases B and B′ of A set
dN (B,B′ : tr) := det
(
[tr(bb′)]b∈B,b′∈B′
)
,
where N = |B| = |B′|. If B1 and B′1 are two other C-bases of A, then [10, Eq. (1.10.1)]
dN (B1,B′1 : tr) =C× dN (B,B′ : tr).
We define the discriminant of A over C by
d(A/C) :=C× dN (B,B′ : tr)
for any C-bases B and B′ of A. More generally, if A is a finite rank C-module which is
not necessarily free, there are notions of discriminant and modified discriminant ideals
of A over C, [32, 9, 10]. They are the ideals of C generated by the elements of the form
dN (B,B : tr) and dN (B,B′ : tr), respectively. We also set
dN (B : tr) := dN (B,B : tr).
When A is free of finite rank over the subalgebra C ⊂ Z(A), there is a natural C-
valued trace map on A, often called the internal trace of A. Any C-basis of A gives rise
to an embedding A →֒ MN (C) where N is the rank of A over C. The internal trace of
A is the composition of this embedding with the standard trace MN (C)→ C.
Theorem 2.2. [31, Theorem 3.2] Let A be a K[q±1]-algebra for a field K of characteristic
0 which is a torsion free K[q±1]-module and ǫ ∈ K×. Assume that the specialization
Aǫ := A/(q − ǫ)A is a free module of finite rank over a Poisson subalgebra Cǫ of its
center and that Cǫ is a unique factorization domain as a commutative algebra.
(i) Let tr : Aǫ → Cǫ be a trace map which commutes with all derivations ∂ of Aǫ
such that ∂(Cǫ) ⊆ Cǫ. The corresponding discriminant d(Aǫ/Cǫ) either equals 0
or
d(Aǫ/Cǫ) =C×ǫ
m∏
i=1
pi
for some (not necessarily distinct) Poisson prime elements p1, . . . , pm ∈ Cǫ.
(ii) The internal trace coming from the freeness of Aǫ as a Cǫ-module commutes with
all derivations ∂ of Aǫ such that ∂(Cǫ) ⊆ Cǫ.
2.4. Applications of discriminants. Discriminants play a major role in many settings
in algebraic number theory, algebraic geometry and combinatorics [19, 35]. In noncom-
mutative algebra they play a key role in the study of orders [32]. Recently, many other
applications of them were found in the study of the automorphism and isomorphism
problems for PI algebras and the Zariski cancellation problem for noncommutative al-
gebras [5, 9, 10].
In this subsection we review some terminology and results of Ceken–Palmieri–Wang–
Zhang [9], Makar-Limanov [29], and Bell–Zhang [5]. Fix a unital T -algebra A. Consider
a generating set x1, . . . , xn of A, such that {1, x1, . . . , xn} is T -linearly independent.
Denote by FiA the filtration of A obtained by assigning deg xi = 1, ∀i, i.e., Fk(A) :=
(T.1 + Tx1 + · · ·+ Txn)k. In this setting, we define:
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Definition 2.3. (i) [9, Definition 2.1 (1)] An element f ∈ A is called locally dominating
if for every φ ∈ AutT (A):
(1) deg φ(f) ≥ deg f and
(2) deg φ(f) > deg f if deg(φ(xi)) > degxi for at least one i,
where the degrees are computed with respect to the filtration FkA.
(ii) [5, Definition 5.1] An element f ∈ A is called effective if A has (a possibly different)
filtration FkA whose associated graded algebra is a domain with the following property.
For every testing N-filtered PI T -algebra S, whose associated graded is a domain, and
for every testing subset {y1, . . . , yn} ⊂ S, satisfying
(1) {1, y1, . . . , yn} is T -linearly independent and
(2) degS yj ≥ degA xj for all j and degS yi > degA xi for some i (with respect to the
filtration FkA),
f has a lift f(x1, . . . , xn) in the free algebra T 〈x1, . . . xn〉 such that either f(y1, . . . , yn) =
0 or degS f(y1, . . . , yn) > degA f .
A stronger notion of dominating elements of algebras was defined in [9].
Definition 2.4. (i) An algebra A is called cancellative, if A[t] ∼= B[t] for an algebra B
implies A ∼= B.
(ii) An algebra A is called strongly cancellative if, for all k ≥ 1, A[t1, . . . , tk] ∼=
B[t1, . . . , tk] for an algebra B implies A ∼= B.
Denote by LND(A) the T -module of locally nilpotent derivations of A. The Makar-
Limanov invariant [29] of A is defined by
ML(A) :=
⋂
∂∈LND(A)
Ker ∂,
where one sets ML(A) := A if LND(A) = 0. An algebra A is called [5, 29] LND-rigid if
ML(A) = A, and strongly LND-rigid if ML(A[t1, . . . , tk]) = A for all k ∈ Z+.
A locally nilpotent higher derivation of A is a sequence ∂ := (∂0 = id, ∂1, . . .) of
T -endomorphisms of A such that
a 7→
∞∑
j=0
∂j(a)t
k
is a well defined T [t]-algebra automorphism of A[t] (in particular, for all a ∈ A, ∂j(a) = 0
for sufficiently large j). In this case the map ∂1 is necessarily a derivation of A. The set
of those elements ∂ is denoted by LNDH(A). The higher Makar-Limanov invariant [5]
of A is defined by
MLH(A) :=
⋂
∂∈LNDH (A)
Ker∂, where Ker ∂ =
⋂
j≥1
Ker ∂j.
The algebra A is called strongly LNDH-rigid if MLH(A[t1, . . . , tk]) = A for all k ∈ Z+. If
T is an extension of Q, then A is LND-rigid if and only if it is LNDH -rigid, [5, Remark
2.4 (a)].
Theorem 2.5. Assume that A is a T -algebra which is a free module over Z(A) of finite
rank.
(i) [9, Theorem 2.7] If the discriminant d(A/Z(A)) is locally dominating with respect
to the filtration FkA associated to a set of generators {x1, . . . , xn}, then every φ ∈
AutT (A) is affine in the sense that φ(F1A) = F1A.
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(ii) [5, Theorem 5.2] If A is a domain and the discriminant d(A,Z(A)) is effective,
then A is strongly LNDH-rigid. If, in addition, A has finite GK-dimension, then A is
strongly cancellative.
A stronger cancellation property than the one in (ii) was proved in [5, Theorem 5.2].
3. The centers of the quantized Weyl algebras and their Poisson
structures
In this section we describe the centers of the PI quantized Weyl algebras. We classify
the PI quantized Weyl algebras that are free over their centers and relate this property to
other properties of the algebras and their associated graded algebras. We also compute
the induced Poisson structures on their centers when the quantized Weyl algebras are
realized as specializations of families of algebras.
3.1. The centers of AE,Bn (T ) and grA
E,B
n (T ). Throughout this section we assume
(1.3). Fix positive integers χ1 < χ2 < · · · < χn, and consider the N-filtration on the
algebra AE,Bn (T ) from §1.1 defined by degxj = deg yj = χj. Its filtered components
will be denoted by FjA
E,B
n (T ), j ∈ N. The canonical map gr : AE,Bn (T ) → grAE,Bn (T )
is given by
r 7→ r + Fj−1AE,Bn (T ) for r ∈ FjAE,Bn (T ), r /∈ Fj−1AE,Bn (T ).
In the notation of §1.1, we have
xj = gr(xj), yj = gr(yj).
As mentioned in §1.2 the elements
zj := 1 + (ǫ1 − 1)y1x1 + · · ·+ (ǫj − 1)yjxj = [xj , yj ] ∈ AE,Bn (T ), j ∈ [1, n]
are normal and, more precisely,
(3.1) zjxk = ǫ
−δk≤j
k xkzj , zjyk = ǫ
δk≤j
k ykzj , j, k ∈ [1, n].
Set z0 := 1. The last relation in (1.1) is transformed into
(3.2) xjyj = ǫjyjxj + zj−1, zj−1xj = xjzj−1, yjzj−1 = zj−1yj, j ∈ [1, n].
This implies that
(3.3) x
dj
j yj = yjx
dj
j , y
dj
j xj = xjy
dj
j .
Thus, x
dj
j , y
dj
j ∈ AE,Bn (T ) normalize all generators xk, yk. Denote
C(E,B) := {(b1, a1, . . . , bn, an) ∈ N2n | dj|(bj − aj),∀j ∈ [1, n],∑
j
(bj − aj)mjk
djk
+ (ak + · · ·+ an)mk
dk
∈ Z,∀k ∈ [1, n]}.
The following proposition is an explicit version of Theorem A (i). Denote
T ′ := T [(ǫj − 1)−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n].
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Theorem 3.1. Let T be an integral domain. Assume the setting of (1.3). The centers
of grAE,Bn (T ) and A
E,B
n (T ′) are given by
Z(grAE,Bn (T )) = SpanT
{∏
y
bj−aj
j (yjxj)
aj
}
= SpanT
{∏
y
bj
j x
aj
j
}
,(3.4)
Z(AE,Bn (T ′)) = SpanT ′
{∏
y
max{bj−aj ,0}
j z
min{bj ,aj}
j x
max{aj−bj ,0}
j
}
,(3.5)
where the spans range over (b1, a1, . . . , bn, an) ∈ C(E,B).
The T ′-algebras Z(AE,Bn (T ′)) and Z(grAE,Bn (T ′)) are isomorphic.
The theorem implies that for all integral domains T , the center of AE,Bn (T ) is given
by
Z(AE,Bn (T )) = SpanT ′
{∏
y
max{bj−aj ,0}
j z
min{bj ,aj}
j x
max{aj−bj ,0}
j
}⋂
AE,Bn (T ).
An important property of the spanning set in this formula is that each monomial involves
only 2 factors and those factors are powers of the normal elements y
dj
j , zj , x
dj
j of A
E,B
n (T ).
Proof. Let
r := yb11 x
a1
1 . . . y
bn
n x
an
n ∈ Z(grAE,Bn (T )).
The normality (3.1) of the elements zj gives
(gr zj)(gr zj−1)
−1r = ǫ
bj−aj
j r(gr zj)(gr zj−1)
−1,
thus dj |(bj − aj). The identity ryk = ykr forces∑
j
(bj − aj)mjk
djk
+ (ak + · · · + an)mk
dk
∈ Z.
This proves the inclusion ⊆ in (3.4). The reverse inclusion follows from the facts that
gr(zj) = (ǫj − 1)yjxj and that the set {xj, yj | j ∈ [1, n]} generates grAE,Bn (T ).
The inclusion ⊆ in (3.5) follows from the fact that gr(Z(AE,Bn (T ′))) ⊆ Z(grAE,Bn (T ′)).
The reverse inclusion is proved by using that zj , x
dj
j and y
dj
j are normal elements of
AE,Bn (T ) which normalize the generators xk, yk, and then applying the first four relations
in (1.1) and (3.3).
An isomorphism of T ′-algebras Z(AE,Bn (T ′)) ∼= Z(grAE,Bn (T ′)) is given by r 7→ gr r
where r ranges over the T ′-basis of Z(AE,Bn (T ′)) given by the RHS of (3.5). This follows
from (3.4), (3.5) and the fact that the elements x
dj
j , zj and y
dj
j normalize each other. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem A (ii). (I) The equivalence (a) ⇔ (b) in Theorem A (ii) is a
general fact for skew polynomial algebras [10, Lemma 2.3].
(II) Next we show that (c)⇒ (a)⇒ (b)⇒ (e)⇒ (c). If (c) is satisfied, then AE,Bn (T ′)
is a free module over Z(AE,Bn (T ′)). By considering the leading terms of a basis and using
that Z(AE,Bn (T ′)) ∼= Z(grAE,Bn (T ′)) (Theorem 3.1), we obtain that (a) holds. Thus, (c)
⇒ (a).
By [10, Lemma 2.3], (a) ⇒ (b) and if (b) is satisfied, then Z(grAE,Bn (T )) is a poly-
nomial algebra over T in powers of the generators x1, y1, . . ., xn, yn. So, (b) implies
that
Z(grAE,Bn (T )) = T [xl
′
1
1 , y
l1
1 , . . . , x
l′n
n , y
ln
n ]
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for some l′1, l1, . . . , l
′
n, ln ∈ Z+. It follows from Theorem 3.1 that
(yj−1xj−1)
c(yjxj)
dj ∈ Z(grAE,Bn (T ))
for all c ∈ N such that dk|(c + dj) for k < j. Therefore l′j |dj and lj |dj . However, the
last commutation relation in (1.1) gives that dj |l′j and dj |lj . Thus, l′j = lj = dj for all
j ∈ [1, n] and
Z(grAE,Bn (T )) = T [xd11 , yd11 , . . . , xdnn , ydnn ].
Since x
dj
j , y
dj ∈ Z(grAE,Bn (T )), from the first and fourth relations in (1.1) we obtain
β
dj
jk = 1 for k ∈ [1, n], (ǫkβkj)dj = 1 for k < j.
Therefore, ǫ
dj
k = 1 for k < j. So djk|dj for all k and dk|dj for all k < j. This shows that
(b) ⇒ (e).
Now, assume (e). We will show that
(3.6) C(E,B) = {(a1, b1, . . . , an, bn) ∈ N2n | dj|aj and dj |bj, ∀j}.
By the first condition in the definition of C(E,B), dj | (aj − bj) and by (e), djk | dj , ∀k.
Therefore the second condition in the definition of C(E,B) reduces to
dk | (ak + · · · + an), ∀k.
Working backwards and using that dk | dj for k < j one gets that this condition is
equivalent to: dk|ak for all k. Theorem 3.1 and (3.6) imply (1.4), which in turn implies
(c). This proves that (e) ⇒ (1.4) ⇒ (c).
(III) Finally we show that (d) ⇒ (b) and (e) ⇒ (d). Assume that (d) is satisfied. It
follows from (3.5) that
Z(AE,Bn (T ′)) ∼= Z(AE,Bn (T ))⊗T T ′,
so, Z(AE,Bn (T ′)) is a polynomial algebra over T ′. Using the isomorphism of T ′-algebras
Z(AE,Bn (T ′)) ∼= Z(grAE,Bn (T ′)) (Theorem 3.1), we obtain that Z(grAE,Bn (T ′)) is a poly-
nomial algebra over T ′. The property that the center of a skew polynomial ring is a
polynomial algebra depends on its structure constants and not on the base ring. This
implies that Z(grAE,Bn (T )) is a polynomial algebra over T , which shows that (d)⇒ (b).
We proved that (e) ⇒ (1.4) and we have that (1.4) ⇒ (d). Thus, (e) ⇒ (d), which
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Example 3.2. Consider the case n = 2, βjk = 1 for all j, k. In this case
C(E,B) =
(
Z(d1, 0, 0, 0) + Z(0, d1, 0, 0)+
+ Z(−d2,−d2, d2, 0) + Z(0, 0, 0, d2)
) ∩ N4.
If d1 ∤ d2, then Z(grAE,B2 (T )) and Z(AE,B2 (T )) are not polynomial rings.
3.3. The induced Poisson structure on Z(AE,Bn (T )). Denote by AE,Bn (T )q the al-
gebra over T [q±1] with generators x˜j , y˜j and relations as in (1.1) where ǫj are replaced
by qdnmj/dj and βjk by q
dnmjk/djk . (Here q is an indeterminate.) It is well known that
AE,Bn (T )q is a domain. Let ǫ := exp(2π
√−1/dn) ∈ T×. So,
ǫj = ǫ
dnmj/dj and βjk = ǫ
dnmjk/djk .
The following lemma realizes AE,Bn (T ) as the specialization of A
E,B
n (T )q at q = ǫ. Its
proof is straightforward and is left to the reader.
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Lemma 3.3. For any integral domain T , there is a unique T -algebra homomorphism
σ : AE,Bn (T )q → AE,Bn (T ) such that σ(x˜j) = xj , σ(y˜j) = yj, σ(q) = ǫ. Its kernel is
ker σ = (q − ǫ)AE,Bn (T )q.
The map σ realizes AE,Bn (T ) as the specialization of A
E,B
n (T )q at q = ǫ.
Recall the definitions (1.6)–(1.7) of Xj , Yj , Zj ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )).
Proposition 3.4. Let T be an integral domain. Assume that the conditions in Theorem
A (ii) are satisfied. Then
(3.7) σ(z˜j)
dj = z
dj
j = Zj ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )).
The induced Poisson bracket on Z(AE,Bn (T )) is given by
{Xj , Yj} = mjdjdnǫ−1(XjYj − (1 − ǫj)−djZj−1), ∀j,
{Yj , Yk} = mjkdjdkdn
djk
ǫ−1YjYk, ∀j, k,
{Xj , Yk} = −mjkdjdkdn
djk
ǫ−1XjYk, j < k,(3.8)
{Xj ,Xk} = djdkdn
(
mj
dj
+
mjk
djk
)
ǫ−1XjXk, j < k,
{Xj , Yk} = djdkdn
(
mk
dk
+
mkj
dkj
)
ǫ−1XjYk, j > k.
It satisfies
{Zj ,Xk} = −δk≤jmkdjdnǫ−1ZjXk,(3.9)
{Zj , Yk} = δk≤jmkdjdnǫ−1ZjYk, {Zj , Zk} = 0, ∀j, k.
Proof. Using (3.2), we obtain
z
dj
j = ((ǫj − 1)yjxj + zj−1)dj = (ǫj − 1)dj ǫdj(dj−1)/2j ydjj xdjj +
dj−1∑
i=1
tiy
i
jx
i
jz
dj−i
j−1 + z
dj
j−1
for some ti ∈ T . Since Z(AE,Bn (T )) is generated by xdkk , ydkk , k ∈ [1, n] and z
dj
j ∈
Z(AE,Bn (T )), ti = 0 for all i. (One can also verify this directly using q-binomial identi-
ties.) Thus,
σ(z˜j)
dj = z
dj
j = (ǫj − 1)dj ǫdj(dj−1)/2j ydjj xdjj + zdjj−1
and (3.7) follows by induction on j from the definition (1.7) of Zj and the identity
(3.10) ǫ
1+···+(dj−1)
j = (−1)dj−1.
Similarly, we have
x˜
dj
j y˜
dj
j − qmjdjdn y˜djj x˜djj =
dj−1∑
i=0
tiy˜
i
jx˜
i
j z˜
dj−i
j−1
for t0 =
dj∏
k=1
(1 + qdnmj/dj + · · · + q(k−1)dnmj/dj ), ti ∈ T [q±1].
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From here we obtain that
{Xj , Yj} = σ
(
x
dj
j y
dj
j − ydjj xdjj
q − ǫ
)
= mjdjdnǫ
−1(XjYj − (1− ǫj)−djZj−1)
because (1.4) implies that σ(tiy˜
i
jx˜
i
j z˜
dj−i
j−1 /(q − ǫ)) = 0 for 0 < i < dj .
The rest of the Poisson brackets between any two of the functions {Xj , Yj | j ∈ [1, n]}
follow from the defining relations of AE,Bn (T )q. The Poisson brackets in (3.9) are derived
from the normalizing identities in AE,Bn (T )q
z˜j x˜k = q
−δk≤jdn/dk x˜kz˜j , z˜j y˜k = q
δk≤jdn/dk y˜kz˜j, z˜j z˜k = z˜kz˜j,
valid for all j, k, which are analogous to (3.1). 
4. Poisson prime elements of Z(AE,Bn (T )) and discriminants
This section contains a classification of the Poisson prime elements of the centers of
the PI quantized Weyl algebras and our first proof of Theorem B (ii) using Poisson
geometry.
4.1. Poisson prime elements of Z(AE,Bn (T )). Assume the conditions in Theorem A
(ii) and recall the definitions (1.6)–(1.7) of the elements Xj , Yj, Zj ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )). If
T = C, then we can consider the Poisson structure π on
SpecZ(AE,Bn (C)) ∼= A2n
corresponding to the Poisson bracket from Proposition 3.4. The Poisson brackets
(4.1) {Xj ,Xk} ∈ C[X1, . . . ,Xn], {Zj , Zk} = 0, {Zj ,Xk} = −δk≤jdjdkdnZjXk
imply that the Poisson structure π is symplectic on
(4.2) A2n\((∪jV(Xj)) ∪ (∪jV(Zj))).
The set (4.2) is contained in a single symplectic leaf of π, because it is connected. By
the comment after Definition 2.1, every Poisson prime element of (Z(AE,Bn (C)), {., .})
should be an associate of Xj or Zj ; however, the elements Xj are not Poisson normal
by Proposition 3.4. Thus, the only Poisson prime elements of Z(AE,Bn (C)) (up to as-
sociates) are Z1, . . . , Zn. The idea of the proof of Theorem B (i) for any base field of
charactecteristic 0 is to translate this argument to an algebraic setting, to avoid reference
to Poisson geometry. This was suggested to us by Ken Goodearl.
Proposition 4.1. If T is a field of characteristic 0 and the conditions in Theorem A
(ii) are statisfied, then the following hold:
(i) The Poisson algebra
A◦ := Z(AE,Bn (T ))[X−1j , Z−1j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n]
is Poisson simple, i.e., it has no nontrivial Poisson ideals.
(ii) Up to associates, the Poisson prime elements of (Z(AE,Bn (T )), {., .}) are Z1, . . . , Zn.
Proof. The linearity of the recursion (1.7) implies that the elements Zj ∈ Z(AE,Bn (C))
are irreducible and thus prime. Any f ∈ A◦, can be written in a unique way in the form
f =
∑
gihi,
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where gi ∈ T [Z±11 , . . . , Z±1n ] and hi are distinct Laurent monomials in X1, . . . ,Xn. It
follows from the second and third set of Poisson brackets in (4.1) that, if f belongs to a
Poisson ideal I of A◦, then all terms gihi belong to I and, thus, gi ∈ I, ∀i. Therefore,
if I is a nonzero Poisson ideal of A◦, then I ∩ C[Z±11 , . . . , Z±1n ] 6= {0}. Exchanging the
roles of Xj and Zj and using the first and third Poisson brackets in (4.1) implies that
I = A◦ which proves part (i).
(ii): From the second and third set of Poisson brackets in (4.1) we obtain that
Z1, . . . , Zn are Poisson prime elements of (Z(AE,Bn (T )), {., .}). Proposition 3.4 implies
that the elements Xj are not Poisson normal, and thus they are not Poisson prime. If
f ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )) is a Poisson prime element that is not an associate of any Zj, then f
would also be a Poisson prime element of A◦ because f ∤ X1 . . . XnZ1 . . . Zn. This means
that (f) would be a nontrivial Poisson ideal of A◦ which contradicts part (i). 
4.2. First proof of Theorem B (ii). Denote by tr : AE,Bn (T )→ Z(AE,Bn (T )) the inter-
nal trace associated to the embeddingsAE,Bn (T ) →֒MN2(Z(AE,Bn (T ))) from Z(AE,Bn (T ))-
bases of AE,Bn (T ), recall that N = d1 . . . dn. The set
B := {xl′11 yl11 . . . xl
′
n
n y
ln
n | lj , l′j ∈ [0, dj − 1]}
is a Z(AE,Bn (T ))-basis of AE,Bn (T ). We will prove that
ǫmdN2(B : tr) = ηZN
2(d1−1)/d1
1 . . . Z
N2(dn−1)/dn
n(4.3)
= ηz
N2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n
for some m ∈ Z (depending only on E and B), where η ∈ T is the scalar defined in
Theorem B (ii) and ǫ = exp(2π
√−1/dn) ∈ T× as in §3.3. We note that
(4.4) η =
(
N2(1− ǫ1)−d1+1 . . . (1− ǫn)−dn+1
)N2
,
because
(4.5) (1− ǫj)dj−1
dj−2∏
i=1
(1 + ǫj + · · ·+ ǫij) =
dj−1∏
i=1
(1− ǫij) = dj .
In particular, dj(1 − ǫj)−dj+1 ∈ T×. Since AE,Bn (T ) is defined over Z[ǫ] and B ⊂
AE,Bn (Z[ǫ]), it is sufficient to prove (4.3) for T = Z[ǫ]. From now on we will assume that
T = Z[ǫ].
Recall the filtration of AE,Bn (T ) from §1.1. By [10, Proposition 4.10],
gr dN2(B : tr) = dN2(grB : tr).
Note that grB is a Z(grAE,Bn (T ))-basis of grAE,Bn (T ) by Theorem A (i); the RHS uses
the internal trace of grAE,Bn (T ) with respect to this basis. Since grA
E,B
n (T ) is a skew
polynomial algebra, we can apply [10, Proposition 2.8] to deduce that
ǫm
′
dN2(grB : tr) = N2N
2
(x1y1)
N2(d1−1) . . . (xnyn)
N2(dn−1)
for some m′ ∈ Z. We have gr zj = (ǫj − 1)xjyj . It follows from (4.4) that
(4.6) ǫm
′
gr dN2(B : tr) = ±η gr(zN
2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n ),
where± = (−1)N2(d1+···+dn−n), which is a power of ǫ by (3.10). By passing from T = Z[ǫ]
to its field of fractions, we see that to prove Theorem B (ii), it is sufficient to prove it
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in the case when T = Q(ǫ). From now on we will assume that T = Q(ǫ). Combining
Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 4.1 (ii), we obtain
(4.7) d(AE,Bn (C)/Z(AE,Bn (C))) =Q(ǫ)× Zs11 . . . Zsnn
for some s1, . . . , sn ∈ N. Proposition 3.4 and eq. (4.6) imply that sj = N2(dj − 1)/dj .
The first equality in (4.3) for T = Q(ǫ) follows from (4.6) and (4.7). By the above
argument this fact holds for all integral domains T . The second equality in (4.3) follows
from the fact that Zj = z
dj
j , recalling Proposition 3.4. 
Remark 4.2. One can use 2-cocycle twists [1] to give a conceptual proof of the fact that
the discriminant formula in Theorem B (ii) does not depend on the matrix B. Denote
by 1n the n×n matrix, all entries of which equal 1. The algebras AE,1nn (T ) and AE,Bn (T )
are Zn-graded by
deg yj = − deg xj = ej,
where e1, . . . , en is the standard basis of Z
n. The algebra AE,Bn (T ) is obtained from
AE,1nn (T ) by the 2-cocycle twist [1] using the cocycle
γ : Z× Z→ T×, γ(ej , ek) = γ(ek, ej)−1 :=
√
βjk, j < k.
If AE,Bn (T ) satisfies the conditions of Theorem A (ii), then the same is true for A
E,1n
n (T ).
The centers of both algebras are generated by x
dj
j , y
dj
j and the twist on ZE,1nn (T ) is
trivial, meaning the product is not changed under the twist. One easily checks that
for degree reasons, the trace of a homogeneous element of AE,1nn (T ) is the same under
the two products (the one in AE,1nn (T ) and the twisted one). This implies that the
two discriminants d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) and d(AE,1n(T )/Z(AE,1nn (T ))) are equal.
A similar argument can be given for the independence of the discriminant formula in
Theorem 7.2 on the entries of the matrix B.
5. Discriminants of quantized Weyl algebras using quantum cluster
algebras
In this section we give a second proof of Theorem B (ii) using techniques from quantum
cluster algebras.
5.1. Quantum cluster algebras and quantized Weyl algebras. Cluster algebras
were introduced by Fomin and Zelevinsky in [14]. Their quantum counterparts were
defined by Berenstein and Zelevinsky in [7]. A quantum cluster algebra has (generally
infinitely many) localizations that are isomorphic to quantum tori. The generators of
the different quantum tori are related by mutations. The set of all such generators of
quantum tori generate the whole quantum cluster algebra.
Our second proof of Theorem B (ii) relies on relating the discriminant of a quantum
cluster algebra to the discriminants of the corresponding quantum tori and then eval-
uating the former, the key point being that the later are straightforward to compute.
The outcome of this is a formula for the discriminant in terms of a product of frozen
cluster variables.
When the parameters ǫj are non-roots of unity, the quantized Weyl algebras A
E,B
n (T )
are symmetric CGL extensions and the result in [25, Theorem 8.2] constructs quantum
cluster algebra structures on AE,Bn (T ) when T is a field. We will work with the PI case.
We will only use two quantum clusters whose intersection is precisely the set of frozen
variables.
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Proposition 5.1. Let T be an integral domain, n ∈ Z+, and ǫj, βjk ∈ T×, ǫj 6= 1 be
such that ǫj − 1 ∈ T× for all j.
(i) The localization of AE,Bn (T )[y
−1
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n] is isomorphic to the mixed skew-
polynomial/quantum torus algebra over T with generators
y±1j , zj , j ∈ [1, n]
and relations
(5.1) yjyk = βjkykyj, zjzk = zkzj, zjyk = ǫ
δk≤j
k ykzj , j, k ∈ [1, n].
(ii) The localization of AE,Bn (T )[x
−1
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n] is isomorphic to the mixed skew-
polynomial/quantum torus algebra over T with generators x±1j , zj , j ∈ [1, n] and
relations
xjxk = ǫjβjkxkxj , j < k; zjzk = zkzj, zjxk = ǫ
−δk≤j
k xkzj , j, k ∈ [1, n].
Proof. (i) It follows from the definition of AE,Bn (T ) and (3.1) that the elements yj, zj ∈
AE,Bn (T ) satisfy the stated relations. The isomorphism follows from the fact that the
generators xj of A
E,B
n (T ) can be expressed in terms of the elements y
±1
j , zj by
xj = (ǫj − 1)−1y−1j (zj − zj−1).
Part (ii) is analogous. 
The quantum clusters in parts (i) and (ii) of Proposition 5.1 correspond to the ones
constructed in [24, Theorem 1.2] from the CGL extension presentations of AE,Bn (T )
associated to adjoining its generators in the orders
yn, . . . , y1, x1, . . . , xn and xn, . . . , x1, y1, . . . , yn,
respectively. Technically, Proposition 5.1 allows the scalars ǫ1, . . . , ǫn to be roots of unity
different from 1, while the general result in [24] requires those to be non-roots of unity.
5.2. A second proof of Theorem B (ii). Similarly to §4.2, one shows that it is
sufficient to prove the theorem in the case when ǫj−1 ∈ T× for all j. Indeed, start from
an arbitrary integral domain T , denote
T ′ := T [(ǫj − 1)−1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n],
and assume that the theorem is valid when the base ring is T ′. Because of (4.4), this
means that
d(AE,Bn (T
′)/Z(AE,Bn (T ′))) =(T ′)× N2N
2
z
N2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n .
Therefore,
d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) =T× νN2N
2
z
N2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n .
for some ν ∈ T ′. By [9, Propositions 2.8 and 4.10] (same argument as the one for (4.6)),
gr d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) =T× η(gr z1)N
2(d1−1) . . . (gr zn)
N2(dn−1)
with respect to the filtration from §1.1. This implies that νN2N2 =T× η and
d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) =T× ηzN
2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n .
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From now on we will assume that ǫj − 1 ∈ T× for all j. Denote by A(y, z, T ) the
skew polynomial algebra over T with generators yj, zj , j ∈ [1, n] and relations (5.1).
Proposition 5.1 (i) implies that
AE,Bn (T )[y
−dj
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n] ∼= A(y, z, T )[y−djj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n].
Denote by A this algebra. Since Z(AE,Bn (T )) = T [xdjj , ydjj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n], it follows from
this, (1.7) and (3.7) that
Z(A) = T [y±djj , zdjj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n] and Z(A(y, z, T )) = T [ydjj , zdjj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n].
The algebras A and A(y, z, T ) are free over their centers. Because A is a central lo-
calization of AE,Bn (T ) and A(y, z, T ), the internal trace tr : A → Z(A) is an extension
of the internal traces tr : AE,Bn (T ) → Z(AE,Bn (T )) and tr : A(y, z, T ) → Z(A(y, z, T )).
Moreover,
(5.2)
d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) =Z(A)× d(A/Z(A)) =Z(A)× d(A(y, z, T )/Z(A(y, z, T ))).
By [10, Proposition 2.8]
d(A(y, z, T )/Z(A(y, z, T ))) =T× N2N
2
z
N2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n ,
recall that N ∈ T×. It follows from (5.2) that
d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) =T× N2N
2
yh1d11 . . . y
hndn
n z
N2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n
for some hj ∈ Z. Analogously, Proposition 5.1 (ii) implies that
d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) =T× N2N
2
xg1d11 . . . x
gndn
n z
N2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n
for some gj ∈ Z. Since AE,Bn (T ) is a domain,
yh1d11 . . . y
hndn
n =T× x
g1d1
1 . . . x
gndn
n .
This is only possible if gj = hj = 0 for all j because
{yl11 . . . ylnn xl
′
1
1 . . . x
l′n
n | lj , l′j ∈ N}
is a T -basis of AE,Bn (T ) (a consequence of the fact that the latter is an iterated skew
polynomial extension). Thus,
d(AE,Bn (T )/Z(AE,Bn (T ))) =T× N2N
2
z
N2(d1−1)
1 . . . z
N2(dn−1)
n ,
which proves Theorem B (ii). 
Remark 5.2. The proof of Chan, Young and Zhang [11] of the case n = 1 of Theorem
B (ii) also implicitly used quantum cluster algebras (though the two proofs appear to be
quite different). They worked with the elements y1 and y
−1
1 z1 which generate a quantum
torus. One of the clusters in the above proof consists of the cluster variables y1, z1. The
quantum tori from the two proofs are the same.
6. Automorphisms and Isomorphisms between PI quantized Weyl algebras
In this section we prove Theorems B (iii) and C.
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6.1. Local dominance of discriminants of PI quantized Weyl algebras. The
following proposition proves Theorem B (iii).
Proposition 6.1. Let AE1,B1n1 (T ), . . . , A
El,Bl
nl (T ) be a set of quantized Weyl algebras over
an integral domain T of characteristic 0, satisfying the conditions in Theorem A (ii).
Let A be their tensor product over T . The discriminant d(A,Z(A)) is
(i) locally dominating and
(ii) effective.
Denote by z(A) ⊂ A the union of the collection of elements zj for all algebras
AE1,B1n1 (T ), . . . , A
El,Bl
nl (T ). Similarly, denote by Z(A) ⊂ Z(A) the union of the collection
of elements Zj for these algebras. Let x(A) ⊂ A and y(A) ⊂ A denote the collections of
all x and y-generators of A. Since
(6.1) d(A/Z(A)) = d(AE1,B1n1 (T )/Z(AE1,B1n1 (T ))) . . . d(AEl,Blnl (T ),Z(AEl,Blnl (T ))),
Proposition 6.1 (i) directly follows from the following lemma and Theorem B (ii).
Lemma 6.2. Let φ ∈ AutT (A).
(i) For each z ∈ z(A), deg φ(z) ≥ 2.
(ii) If deg φ(x) > 1 for at least one x ∈ x(A) or degφ(y) > 1 for at least one y ∈ y(A),
then degφ(z) > 2 for some z ∈ z(A).
Denote by FjA the N-filtration of A defined by
(6.2) deg x = deg y = 1 for all x ∈ x(A), y ∈ y(A).
Note that this is a different filtration from the one defined in §1.1.
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Part (i): It is straightforward to verify that the only normal el-
ements of AEi,Bini (T ) in F1AEi,Bini (T ) are T.1 and they are central. At the same time
φ(z) is a normal element of A for every z ∈ z(A) and φ(z) is not central. Therefore
φ(z) /∈ F1A.
Part (ii): Assume that φ ∈ AutT (A) is such that deg φ(x) > 1 for at least one x ∈ x(A)
or deg φ(y) > 1 for at least one y ∈ y(A). Then there exist i ∈ [1, l] and j ∈ [1, ni] such
that the x- and y-generators of AEi,Bini (T ), to be denoted by x1, y1, . . . , xni , yni , satisfy
deg φ(xk) = deg φ(yk) = 1 for k < j and deg φ(xj) > 1 or deg φ(yj) > 1.
For zj := 1 + (ǫ1 − 1)y1x1 + · · · + (ǫj − 1)yjxj we have, deg φ(xj)φ(yj) > 2 and
deg(1 + (ǫ1 − 1)φ(y1)φ(x1) + · · ·+ (ǫj−1 − 1)φ(yj−1)φ(xj−1)) ≤ 2.
Thus degφ(zj) > 2. 
Remark 6.3. The discriminants, considered in [9, 10, 11], possess the property that they
have unique leading terms in certain generating sets, i.e., they are linear combinations
of monomials and the powers of all monomials are componentwise less than those of
a leading one. This property implies the (global) dominance of those discriminants by
[9, Lemma 2.2 (1)]. The discriminants in Theorem B (ii) do not possess this stronger
property (except when n = 1) and the proof of their local dominance is more involved.
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6.2. Effectiveness of discriminants of PI quantized Weyl algebras. Consider
the trivial filtration on A, F0A := A (which is different from the filtrations in §1.1 and
6.1). Let R be any “testing” filtered PI T -algebra. Choose elements θ(x), θ(y) ∈ R for
all x ∈ x(A), y ∈ y(A) such that for at least one x or y, θ(x) /∈ F0R or θ(y) /∈ F0R.
As in the previous subsection, there exist i ∈ [1, l] and j ∈ [1, ni] such that the x- and
y-generators x1, y1, . . . , xni , yni of A
Ei,Bi
ni (T ) satisfy
deg θ(xk) = deg θ(yk) = 0 for k < j and deg θ(xj) > 0 or deg θ(yj) > 0.
Therefore,
deg(1 + (ǫ1 − 1)θ(y1)θ(x1) + · · ·+ (ǫj−1 − 1)θ(yj−1)θ(xj−1)) ∈ F0R, θ(xj)θ(yj) /∈ F0R.
So,
1 + (ǫ1 − 1)θ(y1)θ(x1) + · · ·+ (ǫj − 1)θ(yj)θ(xj) /∈ F0R.
The effectiveness of the discriminant d(A/Z(A)) follows from (6.1) and Theorem B (ii).
6.3. Classification of automorphisms of tensor products of quantum Weyl
algebras. Let A be a tensor product of quantized Weyl algebras as in the previous two
subsections and Theorem C. Denote
E(A) := {ǫ ∈ T× | ǫ±1 ∈ E1 ∪ · · · ∪El}.
For r ∈ A and ǫ ∈ E(A) ∪ {1} denote
Lǫ(r) := {r′ ∈ F1A | rr′ = ǫr′r},
L(r) :=
⊕
ǫ∈E(A)∪{1}
Lǫ(r), L∗(r) :=
⊕
ǫ∈E(A)
Lǫ(r).
Proof of Theorem C. Part (ii) is straightforward to verify.
Part (i): Let φ ∈ AutT (A). Let K be the field of fractions of T . We extend φ to
a K-linear automorphism of AK = A ⊗T K, to be denoted by the same letter. It in-
duces a K-linear automorphism of Z(AK) which is a polynomial algebra. In addition,
φ(d(AK/Z(AK)) =K× d(AK/Z(AK)). The set of prime divisors of d(AK/Z(AK)) ∈
Z(AK) is Z(A). Therefore, for every Z ∈ Z(A) there exists α0 ∈ K× such that
α−10 φ(Z) ∈ Z(A).
If z ∈ z(A), then φ(z)k ∈ Z(A) for some k ∈ Z+. The above implies that for every
z ∈ z(A), there exists z′ ∈ z(A), k, k′ ∈ Z+ and α0 ∈ K×, such that
φ(z)k = α0(z
′)k
′
.
Recall the filtration (6.2) of A. Since d(AK/Z(AK)) is locally dominating, Theorem
2.5 implies that φ(F1AK) = F1AK and, thus, φ(z) ∈ F2AK. By Lemma 6.2, φ(z) /∈
F1AK. We also have that z′ ∈ F2AK and z′ /∈ F1AK. Therefore, k′ = k. Since both
z′, φ(z) ∈ F2A are normal elements, it follows from (3.1) that z′ and φ(z) commute.
Now φ(z)k = α0(z
′)k implies that z′ = αφ(z) for some α ∈ K which would have to be in
K since z′ ∈ AK. This shows that
(6.3) for every z ∈ z(A) there exists α ∈ K× such that α−1φ(z) ∈ z(A).
For each i ∈ [1, l] there exists z ∈ z(A) such that L∗(z) = AEi,Bini and for all z0 ∈
z(A) ∩AEi,Bini , L∗(z0) ⊆ AEi,Bini . Now part (i) follows from φ(F1A) = F1A (by Theorem
2.5 and the fact that d(AK/Z(AK)) is locally dominating).
Denote by z1, . . . , zn and z
′
1, . . . , z
′
n the sequences of normal elements of A
Ei,Bi
ni and
A
Eσ(i),Bσ(i)
nσ(i) that belong to z(A). Set z0 = 1. By (3.1), L∗(zj−1) ( L∗(zj), ∀j ∈ [1, n].
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Combining this with (6.3) and the fact that φ(F1A) = F1A, we obtain that there exist
α1, . . . , αn ∈ K× such that
(6.4) φ(zj) = αjz
′
j for j ∈ [1, n].
It follows from (3.1) that for all ǫ 6= 1
Lǫ(zj) ∩ L1(zj−1) 6= 0 if and only ǫ = ǫ±1j
and
Lǫ−1j (zj) ∩ L1(zj−1) = Txj, Lǫj(zj) ∩ L1(zj−1) = Tyj.
Eq. (6.4) and φ(F1A) = F1A imply that either
φ(xj) = µjxj , φ(yj) = νjyj or(6.5)
φ(xj) = µjyj, φ(yj) = νjxj(6.6)
for some µj, νj ∈ T . The same statement for φ−1 gives that µj , νj ∈ T×. Set τj = 1 in
the first case and τj = −1 in the second.
From the identity [xj , yj ] = zj we obtain that αj = τjµjνj ; that is
φ(zj) = τjµjνjz
′
j .
Applying φ to both sides of the identity xjyj − ǫjyjxj = zj−1 and using this and (6.5)-
(6.6) gives the two equalities in (1.8). The equality (1.9) follows by applying φ to the
homogeneous defining relations of AE,Bn (T ) and using (6.5)-(6.6).
Part (iii) follows from Theorems B (iii) and 2.5 (ii) and the fact that the quantized
Weyl algebras have finite GK dimension. 
6.4. Special cases of Theorem C (i)-(ii). Theorem C (i)–(ii) has the following spe-
cial cases classifying automorphisms and isomorphisms between PI quantized Weyl al-
gebras.
Corollary 6.4. Let AE,Bn (T ) and A
E′,B′
n′ (T ) be two quantized Weyl algebras over an
integral domain T satisfying the conditions in Theorem A (ii), where E = (ǫ1, . . . , ǫn),
E′ = (ǫ′1, . . . , ǫ
′
n′), B = (βjk) and B
′ = (β′jk). The algebras A
E,B
n (T ) and A
E′,B′
n′ (T ) are
isomorphic if and only if n′ = n and there exists a sequence (τ1, . . . , τn) ∈ {±1}n such
that
ǫ′j = ǫ
τj
j , ∀j and β′jk =
{
β
τj
jk, if τk = 1
(ǫjβjk)
−τj , if τk = −1,
∀j < k.
The analog of the theorem in the non-PI case was obtained in [23]. The case of the
theorem when n = 1 was obtained in [16, 11]. The homogenized PI quantized Weyl
algebras were treated in [17] using the result of [4] on the isomorphism problem for N
graded algebras. We note that the latter result is not applicable to quantized Weyl
algebras because they are not N-graded (in a nontrivial way).
Corollary 6.5. Let AE,Bn (T ) be a quantized Weyl algebra over an integral domain T
satisfying the conditions in Theorem A (ii).
(1) For all scalars µ1, ν1, . . . , µn, νn ∈ T× such that µjνj = 1, ∀j,
φ(xj) = µjxj , φ(yj) = νjyj
defines a T -linear automorphism of AE,Bn (T ).
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(2) Assume that for some k ∈ [1, n], ǫk = −1, β2jk = ǫj for j < k, β2jk = 1 for
j > k. For all scalars µ1, ν1, . . . , µn, νn ∈ T× such that µjνj = 1 for j ≤ k and
µjνj = −1 for j > k,
φ(xj) = µjxj , φ(yj) = νjyj, for all j 6= k,
φ(xk) = µkyk, φ(yk) = νkxk
defines a T -linear automorphism of AE,Bn (T ).
All elements of AutT (A
E,B
n (T )) have one of the above two forms.
In particular, AutT (A
E,B
n (T )) ∼= (T×)n ⋉ Z2 if the pair (E,B) satisfies the condition
in (2) for some k ∈ [1, n] and AutT (AE,Bn (T )) ∼= (T×)n otherwise.
Note that, if the condition in (2) is satisfied, then the condition in Theorem A (ii)
that dj |dk for j < k implies that ǫj = −1 for all j < k.
The analog of the theorem in the non-PI case was obtained in [34]. The case of the
theorem when n = 1 was obtained in [11].
7. General discriminant formula for quantized Weyl algebras
In this section we prove a general formula for the discriminants of PI quantized Weyl
algebras over polynomial central subalgebras generated by powers of the standard gen-
erators of the Weyl algebra. The results are obtained by extending the approach from
Sect. 5, based on quantum cluster algebra techniques, combined with field theory.
7.1. Formulation of main result. To have a setting that is suitable for induction, we
work with slightly more general algebras than the quantized Weyl algebras AE,Bn (T ). We
choose an indeterminate c and define AE,B,cn (T ) to be the T [c]-algebra with generators
x1, y1, . . . , xn, yn and relations as in (1.1) except for the last one, which is replaced by
xjyj − ǫjyjxj = c+
j−1∑
i=1
(ǫi − 1)yixi, ∀i.
Here T is an integral domain, as before. The T -algebra AE,Bn (T ) is obtained from it by
specialization:
AE,Bn (T )
∼= AE,B,cn (T )/(c− 1)AE,B,cn (T ).
Assuming (1.3), for j < k, represent
mj
dj
+
mjk
djk
=
m′jk
d′jk
with m′jk ∈ N, d′jk ∈ Z+ such that gcd(m′jk, d′jk) = 1. Set d′kj := d′jk. Theorems A and
3.1 remain valid in this slightly more general situation. The following lemma follows
directly from Theorem A (i).
Lemma 7.1. For l ∈ Z+ the following hold:
(i) xlj ∈ Z(AE,B,cn (T )) if and only if xlj ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )) if and only if
lcm(dj , d
′
jk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, k 6= j)|l.
(ii) ylj ∈ Z(AE,B,cn (T )) if and only if ylj ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )) if and only if
lcm(dj , djk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, k 6= j)|l.
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For every polynomial central subalgebra of AE,B,cn (T ) of the form
(7.1) C := T [c, xL11 , yL11 , . . . , xLnn , yLnn ],
AE,B,cn (T ) is a free C-module. Denote by tr : AE,B,cn (T ) → C the internal trace function
associated with the embeddings AE,B,cn (T ) →֒MΛ(C) from C-bases of AE,Bn (T ), where
Λ := L21 . . . L
2
n.
When AE,B,cn (T ) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem A (ii) and Lj = dj , this reduces
to the trace map in §4.2 in the specialization c = 1.
As in the case c = 1, one verifies that
zj := c+ (ǫ1 − 1)y1x1 + · · · + (ǫj − 1)yjxj = [xj , yj]
are normal elements of AE,B,cn (T ) satisfying (3.1). Set z0 = c. Then
(7.2) zj = (ǫj − 1)yjxj + zj−1 and zdjj = −(1− ǫj)djydjj xdjj + zdjj−1
for j ∈ [1, n], where the last identity is checked analogously to the one in Proposition
3.4. Note that x
dj
j and y
dj
j commute.
Denote E∨ := (ǫ2, . . . , ǫn). Let B
∨ be the (n − 1) × (n − 1) matrix obtained from B
by deleting the first row and column.
It follows from Lemma 7.1 that, if xL11 , y
L1
1 , . . . , x
Ln
n , y
Ln
n ∈ Z(AE,B,cn (T )), then
(7.3) dj |Lk for j ≤ k.
Theorem 7.2. Let AE,B,cn (T ) be an arbitrary PI quantized Weyl algebra over an integral
domain T [c] satisfying (1.2). For a choice of central elements
xL11 , y
L1
1 , . . . , x
Ln
n , y
Ln
n ∈ Z(AE,Bn (T )),
denote An := AE,B,cn (T ), Cn := T [c, xL11 , yL11 , . . . , xLnn , yLnn ] and An−1 := AE
∨,B∨,c′
n−1 (T ),
Cn−1 := T [c′, xL22 , yL22 , . . . , xLnn , yLnn ] for n > 1, A0 = C0 = T [c′] for n = 1.
(i) The discriminant d(An/Cn) is a polynomial in cgcd(L1,...,Ln).
(ii) By part (i) and (7.3) the discriminant d(An−1/Cn−1) is a polynomial in (c′)d1 ,
which will be denoted by d(An−1/Cn−1)((c′)d1). We have,
d(An/Cn) =T× θx(L1−d1)Λ1 y(L1−d1)Λ1 (cL1 − (1− ǫ1)L1yL11 xL11 )(d1−1)Λ/L1
×
L1/d1−1∏
i=0
[
d(An−1/Cn−1)(cd1 − ζ i(1− ǫ1)d1yd11 xd11 )
]d1L1 ,
where Λ = L21 . . . L
2
n, θ = L
Λ
1 (L1(1 − ǫ1)−d1+1)Λ, and ζ is a primitive L1/d1-st root of
unity.
Note that in the setting of the theorem C×n = C×n−1 = T [c]× = T×. Recall that by
(4.5), d1(1− ǫ1)−d1+1 ∈ T .
Example 7.3. (i) Let n = 1. The first quantized Weyl algebra Aǫ1,c1 (T ) is defined from
E = (ǫ1) and B = (1) (recall that B is a multiplicatively skewsymmetric n× n matrix).
The discriminant formula in this case is
d(Aǫ1,c1 (T )/T [c, x
L1
1 , y
L1
1 ]) =T× θx
(L1−d1)L21
1 y
(L1−d1)L21
1 (c
L1 − (1− ǫ1)L1yL11 xL11 )(d1−1)L1
where θ = L
L21
1 (L1(1− ǫ1)−d1+1)L
2
1 .
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(ii) For n = 2, the discriminant formula is
d(AE,B,c2 (T )/T [c, x
L1
1 , y
L1
1 , x
L2
2 , y
L2
2 ])
=T× θx
(L1−d1)Λ
1 y
(L1−d1)Λ
1 x
(L2−d2)Λ
2 y
(L2−d2)Λ
2
(
cL1 − (1− ǫ1)L1yL11 xL11
)(d1−1)Λ/L1
×
L1/d1−1∏
i=0
[(
cd1 − ζ i(1− ǫ1)d1yd11 xd11
)L2/d1 − (1− ǫ2)L2yL22 xL22 ](d2−1)d1L1L2 ,
where Λ = L21L
2
2, θ = Λ
Λ/2
∏2
i=1(Li(1− ǫi)−di+1)Λ, and ζ is a primitive (L1/d1)-st root
of 1. Note that the last product in the expression for the discriminant is a polynomial
in cgcd(L1,L2).
7.2. Proof of Theorem 7.2. For a field extension K′/K, we will denote by
trK′/K,NK′/K : K′ → K
the standard trace and norm functions. Let K(α)/K be a finite separable extension
and f(t) ∈ K[t] be the minimal polynomial of α over K. Denote by µ(α) the K-linear
endomorphism of K(α) given by multiplication by α. If α1 = α,α2, . . . , αk are the roots
of f(t) in its splitting field, then
the characteristic polynomial of µ(α) is (t− α1) . . . (t− αk) ∈ K[t],
see e.g. [34, p. 67, Ex. 14]. In particular,
(7.4) trµ(α)j =
k∑
i=1
αji , NK(α)/K(g(α)) =
k∏
i=1
g(αi) ∀g(t) ∈ K[t].
Set
∆ :=T× θx
(L1−d1)Λ
1 y
(L1−d1)Λ
1 (c
L1 − (1− ǫ1)L1yL11 xL11 )(d1−1)Λ/L1(7.5)
×
L1/d1−1∏
i=0
[
d(An−1/Cn−1)(cd1 − ζ i(1− ǫ1)d1yd11 xd11 )
]d1L1 ,
Proof of Theorem 7.2 (ii). Instead of using full quantum clusters as in Sect. 5, we use
a part of a cluster consisting of the cluster variables x1 and z1. We localize by x1 and
work inductively relating the discriminant of An to that of An−1.
We start with a reduction of the statement of Theorem 7.2 (ii) that has to do with
the localization in question. This part of the theorem will follow if we establish that
(7.6) d(An[x−L11 ]/Cn[x−L11 ]) =T [x±L11 ]× ∆.
Indeed, if this holds then
(7.7) d(An/Cn) =T× xkL11 ∆
for some k ∈ Z. Recall the filtration from §1.1. By [10, Proposition 4.10],
gr d(An/Cn) =T× d(grAn/ gr Cn),
where the second discriminant is computed with respect to the trace on grAn coming
from its freeness over gr Cn. Because grAE,B,cn (T ) is a localization of a skew polynomial
algebra by a power of one of its generators x1, we can apply [10, Proposition 2.8] to
obtain
(7.8) d(grAn/ gr Cn) =T× ΛΛ(x1y1)Λ(L1−1) . . . (xnyn)Λ(Ln−1) =T× gr∆.
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Therefore, in (7.7), k = 0, and (7.6) implies Theorem 7.2 (ii).
Arguing as in §5.2, we see that it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case when
ǫj − 1 ∈ T× for all j ∈ [1, n].
In the rest of the proof we will assume that
(7.9) ǫ1 − 1 ∈ T×
and we will prove (7.6). Taking associated graded in (7.7) and using (7.8) gives
xkL1 gr∆ =T× gr(An/Cn) =T× gr∆.
Thus k = 0. So, (7.6) implies the statement in Theorem 7.2 (ii).
The element z1 commutes with all xj , yj for j > 1. The T -subalgebra of An generated
by z1 and xj, yj for j > 1 has a natural structure of T [z1]-algebra and, as such, is
isomorphic to An−1 with c′ = z1. By abuse of notation we will denote this algebra by
An−1 and its central subalgebra T [z1, xLjj , y
Lj
j , 2 ≤ j ≤ n] by Cn−1.
Define the sets
B′′ := {xl′22 yl22 . . . xl
′
n
n y
ln
n | lj ∈ [0, Lj − 1]}
and
B′ := {1, z1, . . . , zL1−11 }B′′, B := {1, x1, . . . , xL1−11 }B′, Bop := B′{1, x1, . . . , xL1−11 }.
By (7.2),
yL11 =
(cd1 − zd11 )L1/d1
(1− ǫ1)L1xL11
·
Therefore,
Cn[x−L11 ] = T [c, x±L11 , (cd1 − zd11 )L1/d1 , xLjj , yLjj , 2 ≤ j ≤ n].
Using the fact that x1 normalizes z1 and xj , yj for j > 1, and that z1, xj , yj, j > 1
generate the T [z1]-algebra An−1, one proves that B is a Cn[x−L11 ]-basis of An[x−L11 ] and
B′ is a C˜n−1-basis of An−1[c], where
C˜n−1 = T [c, (cd1 − zd11 )L1/d1 , xLjj , yLjj , 2 ≤ j ≤ n].
Denote by tr′ : An−1[c]→ C˜n−1 the T [c]-linear trace function from the the latter basis.
We prove (7.6), that is Theorem 7.2 (ii), in two steps.
Step I. First, we relate d(An[x−L11 ]/Cn[x−L11 ]) to d(An−1[c]/C˜n−1). For all b′1, b′2 ∈ B′ and
i, k ∈ [0, L1 − 1],
tr(b′1x
i
1 · xk1b′2) = tr(b′2b′1xi+k1 ) = L1xi+k1 tr′(b′2b′1) = L1xi+j1 tr′(b′1b′2)
if i+ j = 0 or L1 and tr(b1x
i
1 · xk1b2) = 0 otherwise. Using the standard formula for the
determinant of a Kronecker product of matrices yields
d(An[x−L11 ]/Cn[x−L11 ]) =T [x−L11 ]× L
Λ
1 x
(L1−1)Λ
1 det([tr(b1b2)]b1∈Bop,b2∈B)
L1
=
T [x
L1
1 ]
× L
Λ
1 d(An−1[c]/C˜n−1)L1 .
Step II. Next, we relate d(An−1[c]/C˜n−1) to d(An−1/Cn−1). The set B′′ is a Cn−1-basis of
An−1 (recall that An−1 and Cn−1 are viewed as T [z1]-algebras). Denote by tr′′ : An−1 →
Cn−1 the associated T [z1]-linear trace and extend it to a map tr′′ : An−1[c]→ Cn−1[c] by
c-linearity.
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Denote by K the fraction field of T [xL11 y
L1
1 ] and let
f(t) := (cd1 − td1)L1/d1 − (1− ǫ1)L1xL11 yL11 ∈ K[t].
The polynomial is irreducible, separable and z1 is a root of it (for the irreducibility note
that xL11 y
L1
1 ∈ K but xd11 yd11 /∈ K). Consider the field extension K(z1)/K. The traces tr′
and tr′′ are related by
(7.10) tr′ = trK(z1)/K ◦ tr′′
where trK(z1)/K is extended to K[c, z1, x
Lj
j , y
Lj
j , 2 ≤ j ≤ n] by linearity on c and xLjj , yLjj ,
j > 1. In the proof of (7.10) we use that z1 is in the center of An−1[c].
Denote by α1 = z1, α2, . . . , αL1 the roots of f(t) in its splitting field. They are given
by
(7.11) ξk
(
cd1 − ζ i(1− ǫ1)d1yd11 xd11 )1/d1 for k ∈ [0, d1 − 1], i ∈ [0, L1/d1 − 1],
where ζ is a primitive (L1/d1)-st root of unity, as in the statement of the theorem, and
ξ is a primitive d1-st root of unity.
For an element a ∈ An−1 denote by tr′′(a)(z1) the polynomial dependence of tr′′(a)
on z1. Combining (7.4) and (7.10) gives
tr′(a) =
L1∑
j=1
tr′′(a)(αj).
Therefore, from the basis B and B′ we have
d(An−1[c]/C˜n−1) = det[tr′(zi−11 b′′1 ·zk−11 b′′2)]i,k;b′′1 ,b′′2 = det
[∑
j
αi+k−2j tr
′(b′′1b
′′
2)(αj)
]
i,k;b′′1 ,b
′′
2
where in all matrices i, j, k ∈ [1, L1], b′′1, b′′2 ∈ B′′. The last matrix is factored into the
product of block matrices whose blocks are square matrices of size Λ/L21 = |B′′| as
follows:
(7.12) [αi−1j I]i,j · [αi−1j I]i,j · diag(Q(α1), . . . , Q(αL1))
where i, j ∈ [1, L1], I denotes the identity matrix of size Λ/L21 and
Q(z1) := [tr
′′(b′′1b
′′
2)(z1)]b′′1 ,b′′2∈B′′ .
By way of definition, detQ(z1) =T× d(An−1/Cn−1)(zd11 ). This, the fact that the roots
α1, . . . , αL1 are given by (7.11), and Theorem 7.2 (i) imply that the determinant of the
third matrix in (7.12) equals the product in the second line of the definition (7.5) of ∆.
It follows from (7.11) that for all k ∈ [1, L1],
f ′(αj) = L1α
d1−1
j
(1− ǫ1)L1xL11 yL11
(cd1 − αd1j )
= L1ζ
−iαd1−1j (1− ǫ1)L1−d1xL1−d11 yL1−d11
for some i ∈ [0, L1/d1 − 1]. The determinant of the product of the first two matrices in
(7.12) equals∏
1≤i<j≤n
(αi − αj)2Λ/L21 = ±
[NK(z1)/K(f ′(z1))]Λ/L21 = ±∏
i
f ′(αi)
Λ/L21
= ±LΛ/L11 (1− ǫ1)(L1−d1)Λ/L1x(L1−d1)Λ/L11 y(L1−d1)Λ/L11
[NK(z1)/K(zd1−11 )]Λ/L21
= ±LΛ/L11 (1− ǫ1)(L1−d1)Λ/L1x(L1−d1)Λ/L11 y(L1−d1)Λ/L11
(
cL1 − (1− ǫ1)L1xL11 yL11
)(d1−1)Λ/L21
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using the standard expression for the discriminant of a finite separable field extension as
a product of norms [32, pp. 66-67, Ex. 14]. Inserting the determinants of the matrices
in (7.12) in the expression for d(An−1[c]/C˜n−1), and then using Step I and (7.9), proves
(7.6). This completes the proof of Theorem 7.2 (ii). 
Proof of Theorem 7.2 (i). We prove the statement by induction on n: Assuming that
d(An−1/Cn−1) is a polynomial in zL1 where L = gcd(L2, . . . , Ln), we show that d(An/Cn)
is a polynomial in cgcd(L1,...,Ln). Let
d(An−1/Cn−1)(zL1 ) =
∏
s
(zL1 − as)
for some as in the algebraic closure of the fraction field of T [x
Lj
j , y
Lj
j , 2 ≤ j ≤ n]. The
product
L1/d1−1∏
i=0
(
(cd1 − ζ i(1− ǫ1)d1yd11 xd11 )L/d1 − as
)
is a polynomial in cgcd(L1,L). This implies that the product in the second line of the
formula for d(An/Cn) in part (ii) of the theorem is a polynomial in cgcd(L1,L). Since the
product on the first line of the formula is a polynomial in cL1 , d(An/Cn) is a polynomial
in
cgcd(L1,L) = cgcd(L1,...,Ln),
which proves the first part of the theorem. 
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